A Mariner Defends The Jones Act
Many attacks are motivated by those intent on breaking labor’s involvement within the maritime
industry.
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It’s no surprise that in an election year we are subjected to more than the normal attacks on the Jones
Act. I’ve read disparaging statements by some candidates that are intent on eliminating the national
policy that is 100 years old this year.
In Hawaii the recent financial woes of Young Brothers, a regulated monopoly serving all our islands,
added more fuel to the fire in this debate.
I’ve been employed in the ocean transportation industry for over 40 years, most of it here in the
Hawaiian Islands. It saddens me that people living in this island state have so little understanding of how
our maritime industry works every single day of the year, 24 hours a day.
Our job is to ensure you get every consumable item you need on schedule. We maintain a vital economic
lifeline to distant lands far across the Pacific Ocean.

Foss tugboats Mikioi and Piilani at Honolulu Harbor.
I’d like to address some of the most frequent comments I’ve read on social media and online news
sources. Many of them simply rehash common misconceptions about the Jones Act and our industry in
general.

Eliminating the Jones Act will not change employment of longshore labor working cargo involving U.S.
flag ships. The law applies only to ships and crews and not stevedore services. The local ILWU will
continue working cargo on U.S. and foreign ships even if the Jones Act were repealed.
Collective Costs
The Jones Act has nothing to do with organized labor onboard U.S. flag vessels. While it is true that
many ship owners employ union crews, several do not.
Here in Hawaii most all the fuel that is transported between the islands is moved by Kirby
Transportation, one of the largest tug and barge operators working across the entire USA. They are a
non-union company.
It’s obvious that many attacks on the Jones Act are motivated by those intent on breaking organized
labor’s involvement within our industry.
While I understand the negative sentiments in general, I would caution those that conflate national
policy issues and views of organized labor in America. The two are distinctly separate discussions.
Many blame the Jones Act for high prices of most goods we see while shopping at our favorite retailers.
In these discussions, I often ask people, “Given it had to be brought by ship across the ocean, what
should the price be?”
Most folks can’t come up with an answer that adequately satisfies what I call the “on time ocean
transportation challenge reality.”
Economists from Boston-based Reeve and Associates and Hawaii-based TZ Economics just released a
joint report this past July. The report stated: “The Jones Act has no appreciable impact on Hawaii’s cost
of living.”
The summary also concluded that a “basket study of 200 consumer goods purchased from major
retailers … found no significant difference in the price of consumer goods. 142 out of 200 (71%) were
precisely the same in stores in Hawaii as they were in California.”
Consider what it costs to ship a pair of $100 Nike shoes to Hawaii. What part of $100 is transportation
costs for the thousands of shoes in just one 40-foot container, versus profit for Nike?
Eliminating the Jones Act to allow foreign-built ships to operate in our domestic trade only rewards
countries like China, at the expense of U.S. businesses and jobs. The COVID-19 pandemic originating in
China taught all of us that outsourcing our industries to the Chinese is filled with risk.
Why would we choose to invest in China even more today?
Europe and Asia financially subsidize their shipping industries with millions of dollars each year. The U.S.
does not subsidize our maritime businesses a fraction of what they do.
The challenge to U.S. flag shipowners is not the strategic policy that is the Jones Act. It is the punitive tax
and regulatory policies that burden the American operator when compared to foreign “flag of
convenience” shipowners.
Why would we choose to invest in China even more today?
If you want to get rid of the Jones Act, why don’t you change those laws and regulations in an effort to
level the playing field between foreigners and Americans first?
America holds the regulatory bar high over the heads of our seafarers and shipowners. That was a
choice made by congress due to the demands of the public over the last 100 years since the Jones Act
was enacted.

There’s a collective cost to that. Now some in Hawaii want to sidestep this policy and reward China for
being a sub-standard third world player on the cheap that we are all too familiar with.
Vladimir Lenin once said, “Capitalists will sell us the rope with which we will hang them.”
The Hawaiian Island’s economic security interests are best served by American seafarers working
onboard ships built in the USA. Support the Jones Act.

